Giftable Memory Game
Handmade By JOANN

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
1/2yd each of 2 different 4-H fabric designs
1/2yd white cotton fabric
Assorted primary iron-on vinyls, enough to do 8 different colors
18” cording
Sewing machine
Matching thread
Scissors
Cricut® machine

DIRECTIONS:
Select simple shapes on Design Space or find Internet images.
Create 2 1/2” sized shapes on your Cricut machine and cut vinyls of each shape.
Cut out sixteen 4”x 4” pieces each of the 4-H fabric and the white fabric.
With your sewing machine, sew the white fabric to the 4-H fabric using a decorative stitch setting around the edges of the squares.

Iron on the shapes onto the white fabric, two of each shape to make a pair.

For the bag:

Cut out a 16”x 12” piece of the other 4-H fabric.

Sew right sides together.

Turn over the top edge, folding to the wrong side of the fabric and fold under to create a hem. Stitch the hem, leaving an opening on one end.

Thread the cording through the top seam and tie the two ends of the cording together. (You can watch on YouTube: “How to make an easy drawstring bag.”)

On the front of the bag, iron on the word “Memory Game” and shapes that you have cut out of vinyl from your layouts on Design Space.